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Teacher Resource 6 Changes in the Law

In this activity, teachers will need to construct a washing line in the classroom, 
so that the students can sort out the following policies into date order using 
the learner resource sheet provided. These could be laminated and/or enlarged.  

Once they have done this, they should then suggest the possible effects of each 
policy on family life and record these on the worksheet

Policy & year Description Effects on family life/family diversity

1969 Divorce Reform Act Making divorce possible without blame, making it possible to divorce 
someone on the basis of ‘irretrievable breakdown of marriage’.

Made it possible to divorce more easily. Divorce rates went up dramatically 
after this law came into effect in 1971, leading to a range of different 
family structures.

1989 The Children’s Act Giving children the right to make decisions about their life. This law reflects the increasingly child centred society. Closer relationships 
with children feeling increasingly valued and protected by the state.

1991 Rape is made illegal 
in marriage

A law making it possible for a spouse to bring charges against his or her 
spouse for rape, which made what was considered a private issue, public.

This made a public acknowledgement about domestic violence which 
made it much easier for people to speak out about their experiences.

1993 The Child Support 
Agency 

This was established to make parents take financial responsibility for 
their children. 

This was a reaction to concerns about promiscuity and designed to 
return to traditional family values.

1997 Working families tax 
credits

This was designed to encourage women back to work after having 
children, giving tax breaks to low earning families.

Encouraging dual worker families and helping women in particular to 
work. Generous support from the state showing how family life is shaped 
by the state.

2002 Adoption rights 
extended to homosexual 
couples

This made it possible for same sex families to adopt children. Public recognition of social acceptance of same sex families as a viable 
alternative to the nuclear family.

2004 Civil Partnership Act Same sex couples could now have a legally binding contract in 
recognition of their relationship. Non-religious. 

A result of various campaigns to reduce homophobia, and recognition of the 
increasingly socially acceptable alternatives to the heterosexual relationship.

2010 The Equality Act This law makes it unlawful for an employer to discriminate against 
employees because of their gender.

An attempt to legislate against various forms of discrimination, direct, 
indirect, harassment and victimisation.

2014 Same sex Marriage Full marriage rights extended to gay couples, who can now marry in a 
religious setting. 

Full rights given to same sex couples, demonstrating acceptance of the state 
of this family structure as an alternative to the traditional nuclear family.


